Theme 5

Theme 4

To the Garden We Go

Doctor’s Office

Learning Objectives
I already know about my doctor’s
office, but I am going to:
-Play doctor
-Find out that a doctor’s office is a
good place
-Learn all the words about the
doctor’s office
-Learn to eat well so I can stay
healthy
More words I am going to learn
are:
Band-aides, check-up, doctor,

OPTIMAL LEARNING CENTERS

Learning Objectives
Our learning goals include:
-Growing and observing plants
-Caring for plants
-Learn gardening related vocabulary
BIG TEE’s

-Get physically fit for digging, pushing,
pulling, watering and weeding
Our gardening vocabulary is going to grow by
adding:
Dig, dirt, soil, fill, flower pots, flowers,
growing, light, observe, planting, potting soil,
sprout, water, feed, vegetables and salad.

24-36 MONTHS
Now that we have learned all the basic motor
and sensory skills we will need throughout the
rest of our lives, our job is now to refine those
skills, rather than learning many new skills.
Our energy is now going to be centered on our

nurse, doctor’s office, emergency,

social skills, language, and cognitive and

medicine, scale, sick, smocks,

emotional development. We are on our last leg

temperature, well and x-ray.

SAMPLE THEMES

of the pre-primary getting ready for the
primary zone. Since we are striving to be
independent, we may become frustrated when
we cannot do what we want to do “BY
OURSELVES”.
SO BRING IT ON!

Theme 1

Theme 2

Theme 3

Science and Nature

Off We Go: Transportation

It Must Be The Grocery Store

Learning Objectives

Learning Objectives

-Learn different ways to move people

-Learn about the natural environment in

and things

which we live

-Use new vocabulary related to

-Experiment with materials using our

transportation

senses

-To discover cause-effect relationships

-Learn how to solve scientific problems

with wheeled toys

and ask questions such as what happened

-Identify things in our environment that

and why

move

-Appreciate the natural materials around

Our vocabulary is going to be enriched

us (flowers, plants, grass, summer insects

with the addition of:

and birds)

Bus, car, fast/slow, garage, move, train,

-Our vocabulary enrichment package is

truck, wagon, bicycle, car and wheels

going to include:
Care, collect, pets, explore, fish, guinea
pig, nature, questions, scientist, texture,
bird feeder and rocks.

SAMPLE THEMES
– Setting up a grocery store in our
classroom

Learning Objectives

- Recognizing the symbols and labels of
some food items
For our vocabulary, we are going to be
saying and “reading” words such as: bill,
buy, canned food, cereal, fruit, grocery
cart, grocery store, manager, milk, money,
stock, vegetables, receipt and juice.

